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any person owning or keeping a dangerous dog in violation of this act shall be punished by
a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or by imprisonment for not more than six months
or both. any owner or keeper of a dog which has at any time bitten, or attempted to bite, or

caused a wound by taking part in biting any other dog, or attacked any domestic animal
other than a dog, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than

two years or by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than twenty years. hi ken, as
always, thank you for the truly informative information. the same question i have been

waiting for an answer, would i be able to fly home a commercial flight and meet my family
for the first time, since it seems as though they are being told to stay at home and not go
to the airport. is it possible to be infectious to people at the airport, or does the heat get
into the air from the passengers exhaling and breathing and pass it onto people who look
at them when they pass by? thanks! (i know airlines have just started allowing passengers
to board/land on their own, but there is still a strict quarantine protocol) ken, i have heard
that 737 or b737-900 have larger lavatories and what do they use to provide fresh air into
them when needed. are they venting the air outside? could they make use of outside air or
fresh air? just curious! my ear has been ringing for 3 days and i started to have pain in my
throat. i just had lab work done and everything came back negative. i have sinus pressure

but no nasal congestion. i had an ear infection last year and it created that same ear pain. i
live in the mountains in california. i have never had any hearing loss. i live with my son and
he always hears things with his weird little hearing aid. i am so scared that it is cancer that

it has been ringing for three days. what should i do?
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We dont know what the maximum pressure is that would cause permanent nerve damage
to a person, nor would we know what pressure would do in a very short time. Ive seen

blood vessels rupture in the hands of pilots, and in flight training, the instructor will try to
loosen the pressure by shaking the hand to see how much of a difference it makes. If it
makes no difference, the pilot relaxes and goes on to the next exercise. It seemed like
there was no serious danger to the passengers or crew. A few would be shaken up, but

most would hardly know what happened at the time. When they landed, it would be "just
another day at the office". I would bet yes. Airplanes are pressurized, because most

commercial jets fly at a pressure that is substantially lower than atmospheric pressure. So,
the air in the cabin is much thinner than the air in the outside air. If you’re at 4,000 feet,

that pressure difference is only about 6 pounds per square inch. On a commercial airliner,
the cabin is pressurized to 5,000 to 6,000 feet, or about 10 psi. That’s enough to help the
body’s oxygen exchange. Note that pressurization is NOT a pressure to breathe, as both
the oxygen and the pressurized air come from the same source. Pardon me. I have an

engineering background. PS. Remember, I’m a glider pilot, so my knowledge may be a bit
rusty. On gliders, we’re only pressurized to about 8-9,000 feet. Ken thanks for the answer, I
really like it. I was just curious whether gliders and commercial airliners do pressurize the
cabin at same intensity. Seems that is common knowledge, have you found any studies to

support that? Thanks 5ec8ef588b
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